Abstract. Recent results on rare kaon and pion decays are reviewed and prospects for future experiments are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The study of kaon and pion rare decays has three primary motivations. The first is the search for physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM). Virtually all attempts to redress the theoretical shortcomings of the Standard Model (SM) predict some degree of lepton flavor violation (LFV) . Decays such as KL 3 p*er and K+ 3 n+,u+e-have excellent experimental signatures and can consequently be pursued to remarkable sensitivities. These sensitivities correspond to extremely high energy scales in models where the only suppression is that of the mass of the exchanged field. There are also theories that predict new particles created in kaon or pion decay or the violation of symmetries other than lepton flavor.
The second motivation is the potential of decays that are allowed but that are extremely suppressed in the SM. In several kaon decays, the leading component is a G.1.M.-suppressed[ 13 one-loop process that is quite sensitive to fundamental SM parameters such as &d. These decays are also potentially very sensitive to BSM physics. One interesting rare pion decay, n+ 7toe+v,, that is suppressed only by kinematics, can give a very clean measure of vud, and possibly shed light on an apparent violation of CKM unitarity.
Finally there are long-distance-dominated decays that can test theoretical techniques such as chiral perturbation theory (XPT) that purport to elucidate the low-energy behavior of QCD. Also, information from some of these decays is required to extract fundamental information from certain of the one-loop processes.
This field is quite active, as indicated by Table 1 , that lists the rare decays for which results have been forthcoming in the last couple of years, as well as those that are under analysis. In the face of such riches, one must be quite selective in a short review such as this. 
BEYOND THE STANDARD MODEL
The poster children for BSM probes in kaon decay are LFV processes like KL + pe and K+ -+ n+p+e-. In principle, these can proceed through neutrino mixing, but the known neutrino mixing parameters Iimit the rate through this mechanism to a completely negligible level [2] . Thus the observation of.LFV in kaon decay would require a new mechanism. Fig.1 so that truly formidable scales can be probed if g x N g. In addition to this generic picture, there are specific models, such as extended technicolor in which LFV at observable levels in kaon decays is quite natural [4].
There were a number of K decay experiments primarily dedicated to lepton flavor violation at the Brookhaven AGS during the 1990's. These advanced the sensitivity to such processes by many orders of magnitude. In addition, several "by-product" results on LFV and other BSM topics haye emerged from the other kaon decay experiments of this period. Rare kaon decay experiments often also yield results on no decays, since these can readily be tagged, e.g. via K+ -+ n+no or KL -+ n+7c-7co. Table 2 summarizes the status of work on BSM probes in kaon and pion decay. The relative reach of these processes is best assessed by comparing the partial rates rather than the branching ratios. From this table it is evident that pion decay is not yet a competitor to kaon decay in probing LFV. It is clear from this table that any deviation from the SM must be highly suppressed. The kaon LFV probes in particular have become the victims of their own success. The specific theories they were designed to probe have been killed or at least forced to retreat to the point where meaningful tests in the kaon system would be very difficult. For example, although these decays provide the most stringent limits on strangenesschanging R-violating couplings, the minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standqd Model predicts LFV in kaon decay at levels far beyond the current experimental state of the art [13].
Moreover both kaon flux and rejection of background are becoming problematical. Fig.2 shows the signal planes of four of the most sensitive LFV searches. It is clear that background either is already a problem or soon would be if the sensitivity of these searches were increased. Thus new techniques will need to be developed to push such searches significantly further.
Analysis of data already collected is continuing but no new kaon experiments focussed on LFV are being planned. Interest in probing LFV has largely migrated to the muon sector.
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ONE LOOP DECAYS
In the kaon sector the focus of experimental effort has shifted from LFW to "one-loop" decays. These are GIM-suppressed decays in which loops containing weak bosons and heavy quarks dominate or at least contribute measurably to the rate. These processes include KL -+ novV7 K+ + &vV, KL + #p-, K ' + noe+e-and KL + noIufp-. In some cases the one-loop contributions violate CP. In one, KL -+ n0W, this contribution completely dominates the decay[ 141. Since the GIM-mechanism enhances the contribution of heavy quarks in the loops, in the SM these decays are sensitive to the product of couplings Vt$sxd7 often abbreviated as &. Although one can write the branching ratio for these decays in terms of the real and imaginary parts of &[15], for comparison with other results such as those from the B system, it is convenient to express them in terms of the Wolfenstein parameters, A, p, and q. Fig. 3 relates rare kaon decays to the unitarity triangle. The dashed triangle is the usual one derived from V$Vd + V:bVcd + v b & d = 0, whereas the solid triangle illustrates the information available from rare kaon decays.
Note that the apex, (p,q), can be determined from either triangle, and disagreement between the K and B determinations implies physics beyond the SM. In Fig. 3 the branching ratio closest to each side of the solid triangle can be used to determine the length of that side. The arrows leading outward from those branching ratios point to processes that need to be studied either because they potentially constitute backgrounds, or because knowledge of them is required to relate the innermost branching ratios to the lengths of the triangle sides. K ' -+ p+p'-, which can determine the bottom of the triangle (p), is the process for which the experimental data is the best, but for which the theory is most problematical. K ' -+ z0vV, which determines the height of the triangle is theoretically the cleanest, but for this mode experiment is many orders of magnitude short of the SM-predicted level. K+ -+ n4vV, which determines the hypotenuse, is nearly as clean as KL -+ now and has been observed. Prospects for K+ 3 &vV are probably the best of the three since it is clean and it is already clear it can be exploited.
3
FIGURE 3. K decays and the unitarity plane. The usual unitarity triangle is dashed. The triangle that can be constructed from rare K decays is solid. See text for further details.
The short distance component of this decay, which arises out of the diagrams shown in Fig. 4 Subtracting the two, yields a 90% CL upper limit on the total dispersive part of B(K' -+ p+p-) of 0.37 x low9. One can do somewhat better than this in the following way. The actual quantity measured in Ref [17] was B(K' -+ p+p-)/B(Kr; --+ n+n-) = It is necessary to subtract from this measured quantity the ratio B~( K L 3 p+p-)B(K' 3 n'n-). Eqn 2 shows the components of this latter ratio, obtained from Ref. (1 -6Re-) Fitting to the more recent DIP parameterization of these decays [24] gives a similar level of agreement. Both these parameterizations predict a connection between the shape of the eft-spectra and the branching ratios which can be exploited in the cases involving muon pairs. In those cases the parameters have been determined from both the spectra and the branching ratios. These determinations agree at the 1-20 level. However the available data is not yet sufficient to clearly favor either parameterization. In addition, it seems clear that a very large increase in the data of processes where both photons are virtual, such as KL -+ e+e-p+p-would be needed to allow a real test of the DIP parameterization [9, 331. Additional effort, both experimental and theoretical, is required before the quite precise data on B(K' -+ p+p-) can be fully exploited.
Another possible avenue to understanding long-distance dispersive effects in KL -+ p+p-may be afforded by the study of no -+ e+e-where similar effects can come into play [27] . This subject has had somewhat of a checkered history, as indicated in Fig. 7 left, but a 1999 KTeV result in which the no's were tagged in KL + 3%' decays has definitively established the presence of a dispersive term [34] . The clear signal from this experiment is shown in Fig. 7 right. Hopefully theorists will now find this result a useful test-bed. Finally, one might ask if it is possible to extract short distance information from the decay K ' -+ e+e-. AGS E871 has seen four events of this mode, establishing a branching ratio of (8.7::;) x [36] . This is the smallest elementary particle branching ratio yet measured. Unfortunately the SM short distance contribution is helicity suppressed with respect to KL + p+p-' by the ratio rnz/rn: while the suppression of long distance contributions is mitigated by logarithmic enhancements, making the extraction of SM short distance information almost impossible. Ironically, the dispersive long-distance 'contribution can be reliably calculated in this case [26]. The theoretical prediction of the branching ratio agrees well with what is observed, which limits the presence of BSM pseudoscalar couplings in this decay.
From the point of view of theory K+ -+ n+vV is remarkably clean, suffering none of the long distance complications to which K ' -+ p+p-is subject. The often problematical hadronic matrix element can be calculated to -2% via an isospin transformation from that of Ke3[37]. K+ -+ x+fi is very sensitive to %& (it is actually directly sensitive to the quantity Tss,V,d). Its amplitude is proportional to the hypotenuse of the solid triangle in Fig. 3 . This is equal to the vector sum of the line proportional to Kd/Ah3 (where Cerenkov counter that identified K+ and n+ and were tracked through two stations of MwpC's. They were then slowed in a Be0 degrader followed by a lead glass photon veto. Approximately one quarter of them survived to exit the lead glass and traverse a hodoscope before entering a scintillating fiber stopping target. A hodoscope surrounding the stopping target was used to trigger on a single charged particle leaving the target after a delay of N 0 . 1 2~~. The particle was subsequently tracked in a low-mass cylindrical drift chamber allowing its momentum to be precisely determined. Additional trigger counters required the particle to exit the chamber radially outward and enter a cylindrical array of scintillators and straw chambers (the Range Stack) in which it was required to stop in order to be considered a K+ -+ n+vV candidate. The Range Stack scintillation counters were read out by phototubes on both ends which allowed a determination of the position of tracks in the beam direction via differential timing and pulse height. This facility, along with the pattern of pulse heights excited in the counters and the coordinates measured in two layers of straw chambers, determined the range of the stopping particles. The detector design minimized "dead" material so that the kinetic energy could also be well measured. Range/energy/momentum comparison is a powerful discriminator of low energy particle identity. In addition, transient digitizer readout of Stack was a cylindrical lead-scintillator veto counter array and adjacent to the ends of the drift chamber were endcap photon veto arrays of CsI-pure modules [41] . There were also a number of auxillary veto counters near the beamline.
E787 DETECTOR

FIGURE 8. E787 detector.
Monte Carlo estimation of backgrounds was in general not reliable since it was necessary to estimate rejection factors as high as lo1' for decays occurring in the stopping target. Instead, methods were developed to measure the background from the data itself, using both the primary data stream and .data from special triggers taken simultaneously. The principles developed included:
To eliminate bias -the signal acceptance region is kept hidden while cuts are developed. Cuts are developed on 1/3 of the data but residual background levels are measured on the remaining 2/3. Bifurcated background calculation. Background sources are identified a priori. Two independent cuts with high individual rejection are developed for each background. Each cut is reversed in turn as the other is studied. After optimization, the combined effect of the cuts can then be calculated as a product. Cuts are loosened to uncover correlations. If any are found, they are applied before the bifurcation instead of after it, and the background determination process repeated. 
Background calculations are checked by cornparison with data near the signal
In this way backgrounds can be reliably calculated at the All factors in the acceptance besides those of solid angle, trigger and momentum interval were determined from data.
Evidence for K+ -+ &vt, in the form of a very clean single event candidate was found in data taken in 1995 [42] . Subsequent runs in 1996 and 1997 did not produce additional events but in data collected in 1998, a second event was found [lO] 
lIm&dl < 0.028 (90% CL)
assuming that 7iZt(mt) = 166 f 5 GeV/c and V& = 0.041 f 0.002. Alternatively one can extract limits on At that don't depend on Vcb:
-0.88 < Re(7Lt)/10-3 < 1.2 (68% CL)
These limits are not competitive with what can be obtained using the full array of available phenomenological information, but they depend on far fewer assumptions.
It will be very interesting to compare the large value for l&dl suggested by the E787 result with the value that is eventually extracted from E, -Bs mixing when it is finally observed.
From the first observation published in 1997, E787's results for B(K+ -+ n+v%) have been rather high with respect to the SM.prediction. Although there has never been a statistically significant disagreement with the latter, this has stimulated a number of predictions in BSM theories. Fig 10 shows a selection of such predictions (defined in Table 3 ) compared with the SM range.
The E787 data also yields an upper limit on the process K+ -+ z+Xo where X o is a massless weakly interacting particle such as a familon [45] : E787 is sensitive to the filled-in regions of the K+ --+ n+v% spectrum in Fig. 11 .
However all the E787 results mentioned so far come from the region on the right, in which the momentum of the n+ is greater than than of the R+ from K+ -+ n+zo.
The region on the left contains more of the signal phase space, but is more subject to background from K+ + n+no. It is relatively easy for the to lose energy through nuclear interactions. What is more, there is a problematical correlation between nuclear scattering in the stopping target and the weaker E787 photon veto in the beam region. detector, but here the n+ undergoes a 90" scatter, loses enough energy to get into the accepted momentum range and heads for the drift chamber. At the same time the no decays asymmetrically, with the high energy photon heading upstream, to where the veto is least capable and the low energy photon heading downstream, toward another weak veto region. This sequence of events is unlikely, but 20% of K+ decay to n+no, and one is trying to study a process that happens one in ten billion times. The fact that the same scatter both down-shifts the n+ momentum and aims the no at the weak veto region confounds the usual product of rejection factors so effective in the high momentum region. A test analysis using 1996 data was undertaken to determine whether methods could be developed to overcome this background. These leaned heavily on exploiting the After the final cut, one event remains, consistent with the background estimation. This yields B(K+ --+ n+W) < 4.2 x at 90% CL, consistent with other E787 results. This kinematic region is particularly sensitive to possible BSM effects which produce scalar or tensor pion spectra (rather than the vector spectrum given by the SM). One can combine this region with the high momentum region to get 90% CL upper limits of 4.7 x for scalar and tensor interactions, respectively. These measurements are also sensitive to K+ + nfXo where X o is a hypothetical stable weakly interacting particle or system of particles. A new experiment, E949[61], based on an upgrade of the E787 detector has begun operation at the AGS. The detector has been improved in a number of ways with respect to E787: thicker and more complete veto coverage, augmented beam instrumentation, higher capacity DAQ, more efficient trigger counters, upgraded chamber electronics, auxiliary gain monitoring systems, etc. In addition SM sensitivity is anticipated for the kinematic region 140 < p+ < 190 MeV/c. Several of the upgrades were aimed at exploiting this region, and based on the test analysis discussed above, a signalhackground of 1: 1 is expected for this part of the spectrum. Using the entire flux of the AGS for 6000 hours, E949 is designed to reach a sensitivity of N lO-'l/event. The experiment made its first physics run in the Spring of 2002; the detector operated well at fluxes nearly twice as high as those typical of E787.
In June 2001, Fermilab gave Stage 1 approval to an experiment, CKM [62] , to extend the study of K+ t . n+vV by yet an another order of magnitude in sensitivity. This experiment, unlike all previous ones studying this process, uses an in-flight rather than a stopping K+ technique. Fig. 13 shows the proposed detector. Protons at 120 GeVlc from the Fermilab Main Injector will be used to produce an RF-separated 22 GeVlc positive beam. The superconducting RF system will produce a 50 MHz positive beam that is N 2/3 pure K+. Incoming kaons will be momentum analyzed in a wire chamber spectrometer and velocity analyzed by a RICH counter with phototube readout. The RICH radiator will be 10m of CF4 at 0.7 atm. The kaon direction will subsequently be remeasured by a high precision tracker before entering a vacuum decay region in which 17% of the K+ decay. The upstream section of the decay vacuum will be surrounded by a lead-scintillator sampling calorimeter designed to veto interaction products of the beam kaons in the tracking chambers. Subsequent, wider-bore vacuum vetoes line the remainder of the decay volume. These will be wavelength-shifting fiber readout lead-scintillator sampling calorimeters with lmm Pb/Smm scintillator granularity and redundant photomultiplier readout. The system is designed to reject photons of energy greater than 1 GeVlc with an inefficiency no greater than 3 x
The decay region will be bounded by a straw-chamber-based magnetic spectrometer, also in vacuum. Downstream of the spectrometer will be a second RICH counter, filled with 20m of neon at 1 atm. This counter is designed to tag pions and measure their vector velocity o( -n separation is 10 0, momentum and angular resolutions are 1 % and 200prad respectively). Downstream of the pion RICH will be an electromagnetic calorimeter covering the full aperture excepting a small hole for the beam. This calorimeter must be highly segmented transversely in order to allow detection of photons that lie close to candidate signal K+'s. Following this calorimeter will be a muon veto system in the form of an ironscintillator hadronic calorimeter. This system is required to reject muons by lo5 : 1 for a pion acceptance of 90%. Background photons traversing the beam hole in the forward veto and muon vetoes will be detected in a "hole" veto system, and there must also be an in-beam charged particle veto to catch e+ and e-from photon conversions in the pion RICH. The latter will be composed of scintillating fiber planes and will also serve to tag beam particles.
Like E787 and E949, CKM features redundant background rejection techniques. The right hand graph in Fig. 13 shows the expected distribution of candidate events in missing mass squared. The shaded events are the signal, whereas the large peak is due to K+ 3 n+nO background.
This experiment is expected to start collecting data in 2007 or 2008. KL t . novV is the most attractive target in the kaon system, since it is direct CPviolating to a very good approximation[ 14,631 (B(K' -+ novV) = q2). Like K+ -+ n+W the hadronic matrix element can be obtained from Ke3, but unlike K+ -+ n+vV,it has no significant contribution from charm. As a result, the intrinsic theoretical uncertainty The application of this to the new E787 result yields B(K' + novV) < 1.7 x at 90%
CL. This is far tighter than the current direct experimental limit, 5.9 x obtained by KTeV[66] using no -+ 'ye+e-decay. To actually measure B(KL + n'vij) at the SM level (-3 x one will need to improve on this by some five orders of magnitude. Fig. 15 shows the p~ spectrum of events from that experiment along with the calculated backgrounds.
The calculated background was 0.04 events. This would give -800 background events/SM signal event if just scaled up. Clearly the background rejection power of the experiment would need to be improved. This might be possible, but the leading problem of this technique is simply the factor -80 loss of acceptance incurred by confining oneself to Dalitz decays of the no. To get anywhere near the SM level, one will have to use the no -+ yy branch and this is in fact the method of all current and planned attempts to detect K ' -+ n0W.
The KEK E391a experimentE671 proposes to achieve a sensitivity of -3 x lO-"/event which would better the indirect limit by a factor five, but would not fully bridge the gap between this limit and the SM level. However, it will be sensitive to large BSM contributions to this decay and will serve as a test for a future FIGURE 15. 8 spectrum of KL -+ now candidates from Ref. [66] much more sensitive experiment to be performed at the Japanese Hadron Facility. E391a features a carefully designed "pencil" beam with average momentum N 3.5 GeV/c. Fig. 16 shows a layout of the detector.
The photon veto system consists of two cylinders. The inner, more upstream barrel is intended to suppress beam halo and reduce confusion from upstream K , decays.
Roughly 4% of the &'s decay in the 2.4m fiducial region between the end of the inner 
FIGURE 17. Principles of KOPIO KL --t now experiment
The AGS proton beam will be microbunched at 25 MHz by imposing upon it a train of empty RF buckets as it is extracted from the machine [69] . The neutral beam will be extracted at -4 5 O to soften the K ' spectrum sufficiently to permit time-of-flight determination of the KL velocity. The large production angle also softens the neutron spectrum so that they (and the KL) are by and large below threshold for the hadroproduction of no's. The beam region will be evacuated to Torr to further minimize such production. With a 10m beam channel and this low energy beam, the contribution of hyperons to the background will be negligible. The profile of the beam is ribbonlike to facilitate collimation of the large aperture and to provide an extra constraint for reconstruction of the decay vertex. All possible quantities are measured: in addition to the KL momentum, the photon angles as well as energies and times. In this way, powerful kinematic rejection of background is made possible. The layout of the experiment is shown in Fig. 18 . KL decays from a -3m fiducial region will be accepted. Signal photons impinge on a 2 XO thick preradiator capable of measuring their direction to N 30mrad. An alternating drift chamber/scintillator plane structure will also allow good measurement of the energy deposited in the preradiator. A high-precision shashlyk calorimeter downstream of the preradiator will complete the energy measurement. The photon directional information will allow the decay vertex position to be determined. This can be required to lie within the beam envelope, eliminating many potentially dangerous sources of background. Combined with the target position and time of flight information, the vertex information provides a measurement of the KL 3-momentum so that kinematic constraints as well as photon vetoing are available to suppress backgrounds. The leading expected background is KL --+ xono, which is initially some eight orders of magnitude larger than the predicted signal. However since no's from this background have a unique energy in the KL center of mass, a very effective kinematic cut can be applied. This reduces the burden on the photon veto system surrounding the decay region to the point where the hermetic veto techniques proven in E787 are sufficient. In fact most of the techniques necessary for KOPIO have been proven in previous experiments or in prototype tests. Fig. 19 shows results on two of the more critical aspects of the experiment. On the left of the figure is the result of a recent test of beam microbunching, showing an rms of 265 psec. This is sufficient for KOPIO's purposes, although it still needs to be demonstrated at a 25 MHz repetition rate. On the right is a plot of photon angular resolution obtained with a 6-plane prototype of the preradiator. A tagged beam at the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) provided the photons. A resolution of 3Omrad is observed for 150 MeV photons, in line with GEANT simulation. This resolution is sufficient for KOPIO.
The electromagnetic calorimeter following the preradiator will be a 5.2m x 5.2m array of high resolution shashlyk modules. The required resolution of 3-3.5%/((E) has been demonstrated in prototypes tested in the NSLS tagged photon beam.
The upstream and barrel vetoes will be 18 r.1. thick lead-scintillator shower counters read out via wavelength-shifting fibers. The demands on the performance of these counters are comparable to that demonstrated in the E787 barrel veto which has similar structure. Small prototypes have shown good characteristics and full scale prototypes are currently in production. It will also be necessary to veto within the beam, which is very challenging but is facilitated by the low average energy of the beam neutrons. This will be accomplished by a series of lead-aerogel shower counters (the "catcher" veto). For the most part charged particles created by the neutrons are below the Cerenkov threshold of the aerogel and are so invisible to these counters.
Another very important element is charged particle vetoing needed to eliminate backgrounds such as K' -+ non+n-. A very high performance system will be mounted in the decay region vacuum and at the margins of the downstream beam pipe. Behind the calorimeter will be a dipole magnet with field oriented to sweep charged particles traveling in the beam direction upwards or downwards into veto counters outside the beam profile.
KOPIO aims to collect about 50 K ' + n0vV events with a signal to background ratio of 2:l. This will permit r\ to be determined to N lo%, given expected progress in measuring mt and v&. KOPIO will run during the ~2 0 hours/day the AGS is not needed for injection into RHIC. The experiment is presently in an R&D phase.
The KL -+ n04?+t-are reactions initially thought to be more tractable experimentally than KL + n' vV. Like KL + ~' v V , in the SM they are sensitive to Imht, but in general they have different sensitivity to BSM effects [48] . Although their signatures are intrinsically superior to that of KL -+ n' vV, they are subject to a serious background that has no analogue in the neutral lepton case: KL + yyt+l-. This process, a radiative correction to KL + yl+t-, occurs roughly lo5 times more frequently than KL -+ not+l-. Kinematic cuts are quite effective, but it is very difficult to im- Another contribution of similar order, mediated by KL -+ now, is CP-conserving. In principle this contribution can be predicted from measurements of the branching ratio and kinematic distributions of KL -+ a' yy, and thousands of these events have been observed. The matrix element for this decay is given by [78]:
where kl and k2 refer to the photons. A and B refer to the Jw = 0 and Jw = 2 amplitudes respectively, and (38 is the octet coupling constant in xPT. Eqn. 13 leads to where z = (kl + k2)2/m& y E p~ (kl -kZ)/m$, r, E mn/ mK and h(a,b,c) = a2 + b2 + c2 -2(ab + ac + bc). Since the effect of A on K' + nOefe-is greatly suppressed by helicity conservation and B = 0 at leading order in xFT, it was initially thought that the CP-conserving contribution to KL + noefe-would be very small2. However the possibility of a substantial vector meson dominance (VDM) contribution to B was pointed out by Sehgal [79] . Such a contribution can arise at 0 ( p 6 ) in xpT. Indeed, early measurements of B(KL --+ now) [SO, 811 showed that although the simple 0(p4) calculation was in reasonable agreement with the 9 spectrum, it underestimated the decay rate by a factor -3. There has since been a good deal of theoretical work devoted to remediating this [82, 83, 84, 85, 86] . Although a full O(p6) calculation is not possible at present, in this work the 0(p4) calculation was improved by "unitarity corrections" and the addition of a VDM contribution characterized by a single parameter av. This produced satisfactory agreement with the observed branching ratio, at least until the recent, more precise measurements. A similar approach [87] was successful in predicting the characteristics of the closely related decay K+ --+ n+yy that was measured by AGS E787 [88] . The recent data on KL + now is summarized in Table 4 and the 9 spectra are shown in Fig. 20 . Unfortunately the two newest results, from KTeV [89] and from NA48 [90] disagree by nearly 3 0 in branching ratio. Their spectra also differ rather significantly, leading to differing extracted values of av and thus to disagreement in their predictions for @p-co"(K~ + noefe-), as seen in Table 5 . This is inimical to the prospects of measuring P~( K L -+ no.+.-). Moreover the use of this formalism to predict @-'""(KL -$ no,+,-) from KL + now has recently been reexamined by Gabbiani and Valencia [92] . They point out that the use of a single parameter av artificially correlates the A and B amplitudes. They show that a three parameter expression inspired by O(p6) @ ' I ' fits the KTeV data quite as well as the conventional one based on av and gives a significantly different prediction for s p -c o n s ( K~ -+ xoefe-) as seen in Table 5 . In a subsequent paper [93] , they find they can make a good simultaneous fit to the NA48 decay rate and spectrum using the same technique and point out that this is not possible using just av. The predictions of their three parameter fits for @p-com(K~ -+ .'e+,-) also differ markedly between the two experiments as shown in Table 5 .
There is very little helicity suppression for KL 4 nop+p-so that the CP-conserving branching ratio is relatively larger. The current experimental status of KL -+ no4?+4!-is summarized in Table 6 and Fig.21 .
A factor N 2.5 more data is expected from the KTeV 1999 run, but as can be seen from the tableand figure, background is already starting to be observed at a sensitivity roughly 100 times short of the expected signal level.
are predicted for @P-cum(K~ + nOe+e-). power, it would require an experiment with a single event sensitivity of 0.77 x i.e. about 13,000 times that of the present one. Although not on the near horizon, sensitivities in this range have been discussed in connection with a proposed highintensity proton driver at CERN [98]. The result is rather insensitive to the presence of the CP-conserving term, but only as long as it is very well determined, which, as discussed above, is not presently the case. Any uncertainty on the level to be subtracted dilutes the sensitivity and, for a given fractional uncertainty, the larger the CP-conserving component, the larger the impact on the sensitivity. For example, if @p-cum(K~ + no.+.-) is known to be 2 x to 25% precision, it degrades the precision on Bd"'"""(K' + nOefe-) by only 10%. However, if @p-com(K~ + noe+e-) is known to be 4.3 x to 25%, this degrades the precision on Bdirect(K~ -+ nOe+e-) by 40%. The effects of the indirect CP-violating contribution are still more problematical because of the interference. Using Eqn. 11, Fig. 22 shows the measured CP-violating branching ratio vs the direct branching ratio for various plausible values of as. It is clear that for certain cases, such as as = 1, there is very little sensitivity to the direct branching ratio. On the other hand, since the CP-violating branching ratio can be much enhanced by the indirect part, for some values of as, the measurement gets considerably easier. Take the case of a negligible CP-conserving component and as = -1 and further assume that we have very good knowledge of B Ks -+ no. +. -) and therefore of I US .
The expected result of the experiment described above would be 15,460 events over a background of 11,830, i.e. we'd have flP-"ju1(K~ -+ noe+e-) = (27.9f 1.24) x 10-l2.
This high value would immediately determine a negative sign for as and the result would then yield f 15% errors on Bdirect (KL -+ xOe+e-), which more than meets our 5 20% criterion. However, one will not know going in how well the experiment will work, since
the sign of as won't be known in advance. Thus, to make a useful measurement will require a 4 order of magnitude increase in signal statistics and both theoretical and experimental advances in the ancillary modes KL -+ nor, and KS -+ noe+e-, and still might not succeed. Various approaches for mitigating these problems have been suggested over the years including studies of , and that one might be able to determine the sign of US through this. However, the individual effects of the direct and indirect amplitude are not easy to untangle using the transverse polarization alone. Ref.
[lo21 assesses the potential of a number of polarization observables, and points out that the P-odd p+ longitudinal polarization is proportional to the direct CP-violating amplitude alone, even though it is not in itself a CP-violating quantity, whereas the branching ratio, the energy asymmetry and the out-of-plane polarization depend on both indirect and direct CP-violating amplitudes. As shown in Fig. 23 , the polarizations involved turn out to be extremely large so that even with the polarization-diluting effect of the KL + wp+p-background, enormous numbers of events may not be required to extract the direct amplitude. This method is reasonably clean theoretically and can determine the sign as well as the magnitude of that amplitude.
PION BETA DECAY
The sole current dedicated rare pion decay experiment is the PIBETA experiment at PSI.
The primary objective of PIBETA is a precision measurement of the decay nf -+ noe+v.
It should also be kept in mind that Eqns. 11 and 12 are approximations. i.e. a 2.20 effect. The above value of lVdl comes from measurements of nuclear beta decays and from neutron decay4. To explain the discrepancy of Eqn. 15, lVdl would have to. increase by 0.22%. This would result in a 0.45% increase in B(n+ -+ noe+v).
There's 50.1 % theoretical uncertainty in the connection between this branching ratio and lVdl [103] , so it would be of considerable interest if a measurement on the 50.5% level could be made. Photons are detected in a 240-element CsI-pure array. One is basically looking for no7s in a small energy range following the decay of a n+. Detection of the very soft positron is not required, although it is often observed and used for systematic checks. The detector includes a tracking chamber surrounding the stopping target, that is used for other physics quarries of the experiment, such as n+ --+ efv(y) and p+ -+ e+veTpy. Further data is under analysis and an eventual statistical sensitivity of 0.33% is expected. An overall precision of 50.5% is expected. To go significantly beyond this, one must reduce the systematic error due to the current precision on the normalizing branching ratio of n+ -+ e+v, which was last measured some ten years ago [106, 107, 1081 . A separate experiment to improve the precision on this mode which would allow the full potential of PIBETA to be realized is in the planning stage. This decay is very interesting in its own right, in that it can severely constrain (or uncover) BSM physics by probing the limits of lepton universality [ 1091.
Recently AGS E865 has published data on the decays K+ -+ p+vcre+e-and K+ -+ esv,e+e- [110] . These decays can proceed via inner bremsstrahlung (IB) off the or the K+ in K+ -+ l+ve or, more interestingly from the point of view of xPT, via structure dependent (SD) radiation [ l 1 13. There can also be a contributions from the interference of these two amplitudes. At leading order in xPT, the SD part is 0 so the decays go entirely by IB. At 0 ( p 4 ) , the SD contribution is finite and can be characterized by constant form factors Fv, FA, R, where the latter is related to the kaon charge radius. In principle there can also be a tensor amplitude characterized by a form factor FT, although this is not allowed in the SM. However there have been hints of such an interaction in other semileptonic weak decays [112, 1131, so that it is of interest to allow for it in analyzing K+ 3 L+vee+e-. At higher order in xPT, the form factors can be functions of W 2 and q2, the effective mass squares of the l+ve system and the e+e-pair respectively.
The IB term is helicity suppressed by a large factor in K+ -+ efVee+e-but dominates K+ -+ p+v,e+e-. However one is sensitive to all three terms (IB, SD and interference) in the large q2 region and so can hope to extract the signs of the form factors relative to that of the kaon decay constant, FK.
Previous data on these modes have been limited to 4 events of K+ -+ e+Vee+e-and 14 events of K+ -+ p+v,e+e- [114] . E865 observed 410 K+ -+ e+Vee+e-candidates including an estimated background of 40 events and 2679 K+ -+ p+vpe+e-candidates including an estimated background of 514 events. Fig. 25 shows the missing mass distributions for the two samples. The corresponding measured branching ratios were (2.48 f. 0.14,ta f 0.14syst) x (mee > 15OMeV) and (7.06 z t 0.16,ta f 0.26,,t) x lod8 (mee > 145MeV) respectively [l lo]. Table 7 shows the results of a combined likelihood analysis by E865 in which K+ -+ e+Vee+e-and K+ -+ p+v,e+e-were fit simultaneously. This analysis assumed a resonance dominated form factor dependence on q2 (the p (770)) and W 2 (the K* (892) for Fv and the Kl(1270) for FA and R). A fit assuming constant form factors had substantially lower likelihood. The "expected" values listed in the table are those of 0(p4) xPT supplemented by data from pion decay and in the case of R, from the measured value of the kaon charge radius [ 1151. The tensor form factor is consistent with 0, although the precision is not sufficient to rule out the effect postulated as an interpretation [116] of a result on ' IG-+ e-Vey [112] . A new result on ' IG+ -+ e+VeY which will bear on this question is expected soon from the PlBETA experiment. 
CONCLUSIONS
The success of lepton flavor violation experiments in reaching sensitivities corresponding to mass scales of well over 100 TeV has helped kill most models predicting accessible LFV in kaon decay. Thus new dedicated experiments in this area are unlikely in the near future. Since the most sensitive LFV limits in pion decay are parasitic to kaon experiments, similar remarks apply to them.
The existing precision measurement of K ' + p+p-will be very useful if theorists can make enough progress on calculating the dispersive long-distance amplitude, perhaps helped by experimental progress in KL -+ ye+&-, KL -+ 4 leptons, etc. The exploitation of KL + p+p-would also be aided by higher precision measurements of some of the normalizing reactions, such as KL + yy. K+ -+ n+W will clearly be further exploited. Tho coordinated initiatives are de- Measurements of K+ + n+vQ and KL + noW can determine an alternative unitarity triangle that will offer a critical comparison with results from the B system. If new physics is in play in the flavor sector, the two triangles will almost certainly disagree. 
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